Are you energy efficient? Test yourself by completing the word scramble below – and share these tips with your family and friends!

1. Tell an adult about a leaky _ _ _ _ _ _ . You don’t want the water bill to rise from it. (efacut)
2. Wash your full loads of clothes in _ _ _ _ _ _ water when possible. (oldc)
3. Make sure that _ _ _ is not escaping through cracks in your windows. (ira)
4. Set your _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ to 68° or lower, and put on a sweater if you begin to feel cold. (tasmroteht)
5. Use _ _ _ _ _ _ fans to cool down instead of pumping up your air conditioner. (gclinei)
6. Use a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ oven instead of the regular oven whenever you can. (vacimorew)
7. Turn on the oven _ _ _ _ _ _ to check on a dish rather than opening the oven door. (ltihg)
8. Replace incandescent bulbs with _ _ _ lights. They last much longer! (DLE)
9. When you _ _ _ _ _ _ your homework, do it the efficient way and use both sides of the paper. (intrp)
10. When possible, take the bus or ride your _ _ _ _ _ _ instead of using a car. (bccleyi)